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Today, as soon as I reached the subtle region, what did I see?  Usually Baba comes and meets me as 
soon as I arrive.  Today, Baba had with Him a picture of us Shaktis, just as in the picture of the tree, 
on one side, there is Mama and the senior Dadis standing there.  I saw that our Dadis and other sisters 
were standing there like the Shaktis in the picture.  Baba was behind them.  Baba spread His arms out 
from the back and it was as though Baba’s arms came on the forehead of both Dadis, who became a 
garland around His neck.  Both these scenes were very good.  After that, Baba said: Child, look Baba 
is the Backbone of you children.  So, as the Backbone, Baba is placing you Shaktis in front in a 
practical way, that you made a poster for the function with a picture of the three Dadis and put up 
those posters everywhere, is also a sign that the Shaktis are being revealed.  Then, these Shaktis will 
reveal Shiva.  You had the function just now and news of this was printed in the papers.  These three 
Dadis are in the hearts of the whole Brahmin family.  Similarly, Baba said: At present, Dadis have 
been revealed as the Shaktis, but as you progress further, all the Shaktis are going to be revealed very 
soon.  The first curtain has opened now.  The last curtain is of the revelation of the Father.  Then, 
everyone will say: Oho Prabhu!  So, the revelation of Shiva will only take place after the revelation of 
the Shaktis.  It is these Shaktis who will reveal Shiv Baba.  Son shows Father.  First, the Father 
glorified the name of the Shaktis, and now the Shaktis will glorify Shiv Baba’s name, they will reveal 
Him.  So, Baba told us the secret of this picture and said: Now, you Shaktis should create a very 
powerful thought to give subtle sakaash and power.  And the Shaktis should use their powers, and not 
keep them incognito.  All of you Shaktis should spread that atmosphere through your own powers.  
Just as in the beginning, people used to have visions of Brahma Baba whilst sitting at home, in the 
same way, as the time is close, you Shaktis should also have such power that visions  of the Shaktis 
begin.  Only then will Shiv Baba be revealed through you Shaktis. 
 
After that, Baba asked news about Delhi and I said to Baba: From everyone’s lips, the only sound 
emerging is: Very good!  Very good!  Baba said: First of all I am congratulating all the students of 
Delhi who were co-operative in doing every type of service, including distributing leaflets.  I am 
welcoming them.  Together with that, Baba also gave love and remembrance to all the servers that 
have come and also welcomed them and said: Give all the children who have come, love and 
remembrance for coming to their own kingdom.  Receiving such love and remembrance, I came back 
to the corporeal world. 
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